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Carrier Resin

Fragrance Type

PROPERTIES
EVA copolymer

Strawberry

Total Active Ingredients (%)

Volatile Content (%)

Pellet Visual Inspection

SPECIFICATIONS

10.00

-

Yes

OEE-8.2.4-01-07

PRODUCER PLASTIKA KRITIS SA
PRODUCT KRITILEN 0162 STRAWBERRY

030913
DESCRIPTION Fragrance masterbatch in pellet form
Version

Range Method

CERTIFIED QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
ISO 9001:2008 - No 20 100 122007764/03
TUV AUSTRIA HELLAS

P.O. Box 1093, 711 10 Heraklion, Crete, GREECE 
E-mail: rnd@plastikakritis.com 

Tel. +30 2810 308500 Fax. +30 2810 381328 Tlx. 262147 MC GR 
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The product comes in regular pellet form and packed in 10kg PE bags (pallets of 750kg). The bags must be stored indoors for a
maximum of 12 months and in a dry environment of approxiamate 25deg. Celsius.

PACKAGING & STORAGE

EU Directive 94/62/EC:
CONEG Regulation:

FOOD APPROVAL

Yes
Yes

Film/Sheet:
Injection Moulding:

Thin Films:

APPLICATIONS

+
+
+

The product is produced using raw materials which, according to our suppliers, comply with the following food contact and/or
packaging regulations:

Kritilen 0162 Strawberry is a fragrance masterbatch containing a blend of natural and synthetic ingredients. It is based on an EVA
carrier and imparts a strawberry fragrance to the end plastic products. It is also used as a malodour counteractant, reducing the
malodour perception at least 70%. Its recommended addition rate is 0.5%-3.0% in the end product recipe.

The above information is based on our knowledge and experience and is given in good faith to be used as
recommendations for trials only. As the exact conditions of processing and usage of the finished products are beyond
our control, this information is provided without any engagement or warranty from our side. Buyer should verify the
suitability of the product and determine the appropriate rate under the actual conditions of applications.

The product is recommended for use in the following applications:

KRITILEN 0162 STRAWBERRYPRODUCT
Version 030913

+: Recommended, o: Can be used,  x: Not Recommended


